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Religion approach in the mediation process can be made as effort of mediators to advice couples that have dispute. With Religion values have given by mediators to the lawsuit can give positive effect for their life. Pressing of religion that given by mediators have the important role to persuasion of couple heart that have conflict, the case because of the heart that have not enough splash of spiritual. With Knowledge and Islamic discourse hope can influence the heart.

The focus of this research about what are kinds of model in the religion approach that used mediators in the divorcement case in Religious Court of Malang Regency? 2) How is effectiveness religion approach in the mediation process in the divorcement case in Religious Court of Malang Regency. This study employed an empirical law research that use qualitative approach. The data derived from result of interview and documentation, the data derived was analysed by descriptive qualitative analysis.

The result of this research shows that there are some types of religion approaches in the mediation process, they are religious proselytizing type, persuasive type, informative type, motivation type and speaking heart to heart type. Effectiveness of religion approach in the mediation process is not for making peace couples that have conflict with their household, because it is rare and difficult to happened. But effectiveness of religion approach is effective to improve their religion knowledge. In addition religion approach in the mediation process hope can improve knowledgement of couple to build harmony household if husband or wife want to get married again with the other